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Star formation suppression, gas consumption
and stripping in cluster satellites
Anatolii Zadvornyi1†, Kyle Oman2 and Marc Verheijen1

1Kapteyn Astronomical Institute, University of Groningen; 2Institute For Computational Cosmology, Durham University

1. Abstract
Observations show that satellite galaxies have a peak in quenching timescale at stellar masses
M∗ ≈ 109 M�; less and more massive satellite galaxies quench quicker. This trend was
investigated using eagle simulations. The simulations qualitatively reproduce the observed
trend. We selected gas particles at infall time and tracked their evolution into the future to
find the prevailing mechanism that removes their gas. Low mass satellites have part of their
star forming gas mechanically removed by ram pressure stripping, this effect becomes less
effective with increasing stellar mass; higher mass satellites are quenched relatively quickly by
starvation which also becomes less effective at lower masses. Intermediate mass satellites at
M∗ ≈ 109.75 M� are at an the intersection where neither of the mechanisms are effective and
hence the time taken to quench is longer.

2. The peak in quenching timescale
The Virgo consortium’s eagle (Evolution and Assembly of GaLaxies and their Environ-
ments) is a hydrodynamical simulation developed to study the formation and evolution of
galaxies on cosmic scales (Schaye et al., 2015, Crain et al., 2015). Around 1500 satellite
galaxies of clusters and rich groups were selected and their further evolution was recorded.
The infall time is defined as time at which the satellite has crossed R = 2.5Rvir,host. Quenching
is defined as the galaxy having specific star formation rate SSFR = SFR/M∗ ≤ 10−11yr−1:
the upper boundary of SSFR of the red sequence. The quenching timescales τq = tquench−tinfall
of eagle satellites and the results of observational experiments are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Quenching timescale as a function of satellite mass. The results of this work follow the trend of the observational results: there
is a peak in quenching timescale for intermediate mass satellites. The error bars in mentioned works represent statistical uncertainties
and the error bars in this work represent the interquartile range. Each mass bin has the same number of galaxies (∼ 250). The data
from the cited sources has been shifted to approximately same infall time definition as in this work.

3. Mass evolution
For more detail of star forming gas consumption channels, we track the set of of gas particles
bound to satellites at their infall time to determine their eventual fates (i.e. we do not include
additional gas accreted later in this exercise). Figures 2a and 2b show stacked mass evolution
of the initially selected gas particles of satellite galaxies and their field counterparts: for each
selected satellite, a central galaxy was selected at the same time as the infall time of the
satellite, with almost the same halo mass. Horizontal axes show time since infall in Gyr.
Further accretion of gas is ignored, however there is still a vast difference between the centrals
and satellites: satellites tend to accrete some gas after selection but in much smaller quantities
than centrals. Centrals are fed gas from filaments and through minor mergers, as can be seen
from the increasing total gas mass as seen in bottom panels of Figures 2a.
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Figure 2a: Stacked mass evolution of the least massive field galaxies (left) and most massive field galaxies (right). Horizontal axis
indicates time since infall in Gyr. Top panel shows the average evolution of initially star forming (SF) particles (dark blue) and
non-star forming (nSF) particles (orange). SF particles can become gravitationally unbound from the satellite and stay star forming
(light blue) or they can heat up and cease star formation (orange) or become non-star forming and gravitationally unbound (salmon)
due to external or internal effects. A significant amount of cold gas eventually turns to stars (dark green). The gravitationally unbound
(light green) stars may be tidally stripped or form from the cold unbound gas in the tails. Bottom panels show total bound gas and
total bound tracked gas.
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Satellites can not accrete hot inter-galactic gas since its virial temperature is much higher than
that of infalling haloes, but they continue to deplete their cold reservoirs via star formation
and ram pressure stripping (RPS), that is not replenished externally (bottom panels of Figure
2b).
The main difference between satellites and centrals is that the halo gas is not completely
removed in centrals after 6 Gyr of evolution, whereas satellites are almost depleted of halo
gas after 4 Gyr. Note that centrals have about a half of their gas ejected by supernovae. Fur-
thermore, low mass satellites show signs of ram-pressure stripping: a non-negligeble amount
of unbound star-froming gas can be seen in the top left panels of Figure 2b.
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Figure 2b: Stacked mass evolution of the least massive satellite galaxies (left) and most massive satellite galaxies (right).

Lastly, the main removal mechanism of star forming gas in satellites depends on their mass.
High mass satellites are very efficient at converting their cold gas into stars. By about 3 Gyr
after infall half of the initially star forming gas is converted to stars and the other half is blown
out by supernova and AGN feedback; only a trace amount of cold gas is directly stripped.
Low mass satellites are not as efficient at forming stars: by 3 Gyr only a quarter of initially
star-forming gas is converted to stars, non-negligible amount is directly stripped and more
than a half is heated up and blown out. Intermediate mass satellites M∗ ≈ 1010 M� (not
shown) are on the intersection of these two mechanisms where neither of them are effective,
hence they can continue forming stars for longer.
Interestingly, separating galaxies by their size, results in more compact low mass satellites to
have longer quenching timescales, than their diffuse counterparts due to them having steeper
potential wells that can resist RPS more effectively. On the high mass end the situation is
flipped: more compact massive satellites quench faster than the diffuse ones. More compact
systems can sustain somewhat higher SFR due to their deeper potential wells keeping their
gas at higher densities, which, in turn, increases their SFR.

4. Star formation efficiency
Star formation efficiency (SFE) which quantifies the fraction of initial star forming gas that
eventually turned to stars, ε∗ = M final

∗ /M t=0
gas , normalised by the respective SFE of centrals in

each mass bin, ε∗/εcentral
∗ (M∗) is shown in Figure 3. In satellites, the removal of gas by external

processes (stripping) leads to lower SFEs than in their central counterparts, especially at he
low mass end where stripping is most effective. This suggests that high mass satellites are
quenched by starvation and low mass satellites quenched by RPS.
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Figure 3: Normalised stacked star formation efficiency of initially star forming gas of centrals (blue) and satellites (red). The error
bars represent the interquartile range.

5. Outlook
We have found a peak in τq − M? relation in eagle, similar to the observational result of
Fillingham et al. (2015). It appears that satellites of different masses are affected by different
mechanisms: less massive ones are more affected by RPS; more massive ones are affected by
starvation and intermediate ones effectively resist RPS due to their deeper potential wells,
while having a considerable amount of spare gas to continue from stars for ∼6 Gyr, even while
being starved by the ICM.
Future work could find scalings with analytic interpretations to robustly predict quenching
timescales as a function of stellar mass of satellites that will give more insights to cluster-
satellite interactions. Same analysis can be performed on the next generation simulations
(e.g. Colibre) as they become more reflective of the real Universe.
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